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During the Spring of 2012, a survey was sent to the alumni of the Department of Agricultural Economics, for the main purpose of collecting information to assist students and aid in student recruitment. We surveyed 2,899 potential alumni and had 789 responses.

At the end of the survey we asked, “What advice would you give our students that wanted to follow your career choice?” Responses were varied, but centered on the following six themes:

- Work Internships
- Develop Leadership Skills by Engaging in Extracurricular Activities
- Develop Communication Skills
- Challenge Yourself in Your Schooling
- Employment Advice

This article will focus on internships and extracurricular activities.

Work Internships

By far, the most common advice offered by our alumni was to “work internships.” The advice from many of the respondents was for students to aggressively pursue internships, to serve as many as possible, in as many fields with as many different types of companies as they can. Alumni expressed internships are an excellent way to gain educational perspective, understand an industry (nomenclature, procedures, skills and techniques), gain a “feel” for the work a graduate would be doing and to assist students in determining where their passions lie. Many respondents felt internships were essential in today’s world and set job applicants apart. In fact, many expressed internships were beneficial enough that students should work for free, if necessary, to get experience in their career of interest; that internships are “cheap tuition” for the benefits gained.

An interesting benefit of internships, as expressed by several respondents, was networking. Most respondents felt networking was so important that they followed the word networking with an exclamation mark! Relationships developed during internships
were not only valuable in landing the first job for many alumni, but formed associations that remained just as strong and important many years later.

Other internship advice offered was:

1) Be flexible on location. Don’t be afraid to experience an internship outside the borders of Nebraska.

2) Take opportunities for study abroad - an internship with international experience is a bonus.

3) Several alumni that returned to the family farm advised students to experience working somewhere before returning to the family operation.

4) Interns should take pride in their internship performance.

5) You will get out of the internship what you put into it.

Of the respondents that graduated after 2000, 44 percent did not serve an internship, 26 percent served one internship and 29 percent served at least two internships (Figure 1). Internships are becoming increasingly popular; a significantly greater number of internships are utilized by students graduating after 2000, as any time period before. The majority of internships served by respondents graduating after 2000 were located in Nebraska (Figure 1), with only one percent of students serving an internship outside of the United States.

Develop Leadership Skills by Engaging in Extracurricular Activities

Involvement in clubs and student activities offer students opportunities to socialize, develop leadership abilities, network and establish a lifestyle of service. While caution of over-involvement was expressed by some alumni, most felt students should participate in one or two organizations most relevant to their major and interests. They recommended that students assume leadership roles to develop those qualities and skills, and to demonstrate leadership capacity on resumes. They expressed that the social interaction aided students in being able to relate to and work with different types of people. Many respondents recommended that students network with as many students, professors and industry participants as possible, as those connections will prove valuable for many years in the future. They stated that the involvement was the key, and that you will get out of it what you put into it.

A number of respondents lamented they did not take advantage of campus activities and clubs, but instead chose to spend their time working on their family operations they intended to return to. They felt they forfeited opportunities to network and develop relationships that they could have drawn on throughout their careers. Some were concerned additional professional possibilities may have been overlooked by not participating in student organizations. One individual stated “you can always work more later; enjoy your time at UNL, that time is something special.”

Of those graduating since 2000, 75 percent of alumni participated in at least one club or organization, with 14 percent participating in more than three (Figure 2). Fewer than 50 percent of alumni served in a leadership capacity. Nearly all of the respondents that participated in more than three clubs or organizations held leadership positions in three or more of those organizations.

In conclusion, alumni of the Department of Agricultural Economics indicated that pursuing internships and engaging in extracurricular activities can assist students in preparing for future employment by introducing them to career opportunities and helping them develop the talents necessary to succeed in the workplace. One of the greatest benefits, though, comes from the networking that occurs with industry participants, students and faculty through these activities. Those relationships remained strong and proved beneficial throughout their careers.
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